Sankalpa Patra

(Pledge for Service)

May all be happy, may all be free from illness.

With the intent of ensuring wellness for all humanity, we as a community organization pledge to serve in all possible manners to overcome the challenges and great danger to humanity posed by the COVID-19 pandemic.

During these uncertain times, our community members might face various challenges – physical and emotional afflictions, family medical emergencies, financial difficulties, children’s education, etc. The nature of challenges may vary in coming times.

To fight this threat, it is important to channel our resources collectively and stand with each other in solidarity. As a responsible community organization we take a pledge (sankalpa) of:

- **Sanyam (Restraint)**: We will urge our community members to follow safety measures, take all precautions, and observe utmost restraint in personal lives to protect the health of our family and community.

- **Sahakar (Cooperation)**: Our community organization will encourage and foster co-operation amongst members to create a support system for the wellbeing of all.

- **Sahyog (Collaboration)**: Our community organization will collaborate with other organizations in this fight against COVID-19.

We thereby wish happiness for all:

May all see what is auspicious | May no one suffer | Om Peace, Peace, Peace.

Name of the Organization ____________________________

Signatory ____________________________